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Welcome to GRAITEC PowerPack for Revit 2021.1
GRAITEC is very pleased to present the latest version of Advance PowerPack for Revit 2021.1, part of the
Graitec Advance Suite.
Note that since the 2021 Release, all previous Advance BIM Designers functionalities for reinforcement design
and detailing that are working in the Revit environment are combined with PowerPack for Revit and are
available under one common PowerPack brand.
For this reason, this document contains the description of new options and improvements on PowerPack related
to the reinforcement detailing on the Revit environment. However, all other novelties and improvements related
to design calculations, that are common also for the Advance Design Modules, are described in a separate
document - What's new in Advance Design Modules 2021.1.
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New options & Improvements – General
The release 2021.1 of the PowerPack for Revit includes improvements on existing tools to become the musthave add-on for daily use on Revit.

Compliancy with Revit® 2020 and Revit® 2021
PowerPack for Revit 2021.1 is compliant with both Autodesk Revit® 2020 and Autodesk Revit® 2021.

Ribbon customization
Since the major release, it’s possible to manage the ribbon customization through a *.xml file (manage and save
the configuration). A correction was implemented to the Restore defaults button to make it always visible on the
dialog box. Indeed, for some users, the button was not fully visible.
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New options & Improvements – PowerPack
Link to Excel
The appropriate type of cells
With this new release, the Link to Excel command reads the cells from schedules and outputs them to their
appropriate type.
In the case of value, Link To excel was previously exporting data into general type cells in Excel under the
Home | Number panel.
Now cells will be set as Number, enabling the possibility to make formula, sum … more directly in Excel.

Yes/No Parameters
Link to Excel command now handles Yes/No type parameters. Such parameters can be exported into Excel.

They can be imported from Excel to Revit as well and tracked with the Show Preview dialog box.
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Show preview
For some users, an error message could appear when trying to activate the Show Preview command: ["File
does not exist" message is displayed when trying to Import with "Show preview before importing data back to
Revit"]
The issue was fixed in this release.

Duplicate sheets
This command was improved with the possibility to duplicate sheets composed of several title blocks such as
the following example.

When choosing the option “the same as in source element”, all tittle blocks included in the sheet will be
duplicated as well.

Numbering
Number Parameters
The numbering command can automatically number parameters defined as Text in Revit. This command was
extended making it possible to work with parameters defined as an integer in Revit.
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We can see in this example of a new project parameter created and defined as Integer, that this type of
parameters is now visible in the combo list of parameters available for the numbering command.
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Numbering Grouping for Doors
The Numbering command has a new option in the Grouping section for "To room: Number" to use “from room”
in case it is empty and inversely.1. This feature removes the limitation the tool previously had to number the
exterior doors first.

Auto Section Box
Main features & benefits:
 Save time for all additional settings often needed for creating a clear 3D view around an object
Auto Section Box command adds new options in order to automatically duplicate the view, save orientation and
lock the view, and Hide the section box.
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Result:

3D Grids
3D Grids command is offering two new options to Choose the level placement before and pin the Grids
automatically.

Align Grids
The behavior of the Align Grids function is improved in this release. Align grids on one side will stretch the grids,
meaning it will not fully move the grids to the opposite direction. This new method offers a safer way to align
grids on one side, without affecting the existing setting at the opposite side.
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Auto dimensioning
Auto Dimensioning command is now extended to beams and columns. Previously, this command was creating a
set of dimension lines only based on walls. With this new version, beams and columns will be detected as well.
Example:

(Result with the previous versions)

(Result with the new release)
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New options & Improvements – Reinforcement Detailing
The release 2021 of the PowerPack for Revit includes powerful detailing tools, new global functionalities for all
users, improvements on existing tools to become the must-have add-on for daily use on Revit.
With the PowerPack for Revit 2021.1 version, the modeling capabilities of reinforcement in Autodesk Revit ®
have been increased. Several novelties have been introduced, including a new user interface for modeling
reinforcement, new options to split bars and new mechanism for creating bending details.

Update of the Reinforcement Assumptions dialog
Main features & benefits:
 Easier input of calculation assumptions with a clear interface.
The layout of the Reinforcement Assumption dialog windows has been updated for the RC Column, RC Wall,
and RC Footing modules. Now it has the same layout as, for example, geometry dialogs, which means that the
selection of main options is located on a tree menu on the left, the middle part is used for entering parameters,
while explanatory pictures are located on the right. Thanks to this defining and changing parameters are easier
and faster.

RC Column – Improvement to the definition of multiple stirrups
Main features & benefits:
 Full control over the selection of the transverse reinforcement layout in both directions of the
column.
To allow you to select any arrangement of transverse bars in rectangular and square column cross-section, the
mechanism for configuring such bars has been modified. Thanks to these different types of multiple stirrup
configurations separately for both directions are possible.
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The choice of a configuration is available in the Edit rebar window on the Transverse reinforcement tab.

On the Configuration list, new Multiple options is available. It can be selected when there are 4 or more
longitudinal bars on at least one of the sides. When it is selected, then using lists Along a and Along b (lists for
choosing the type of transversal bars for a given direction) we can get one of five possible cases for each
direction:
o
o
o
o
o

No additional transversal bars (None)
Stirrups
Pins
Links
Multiple links

Pins and Stirrups can be defined if there are 3 or more longitudinal bars, while Links and Multiple links can be
defined if there are 4 or more longitudinal bars. In the case, if the Multiple links are selected in one of the
directions, then it is not possible to select it in the second direction.
Thanks to this parameterization, it is possible to easily set different configurations for both directions. See the
example with possible five configurations for one of the directions, in the case of 4 longitudinal bars:

Note:

If the reinforcement was previously calculated, it is recommended to run Verification after modifying the
reinforcement in the Edit rebar window to check whether the new transverse reinforcement configuration meets the
shear conditions.
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New Bending details mechanism
Main features & benefits:
 Better quality of bending details
 Faster placement in the drawing
 Speed for update
 Better ergonomics in term of performance for Revit models
 Scalable factor



Tags

In order to improve quality and control, a new mechanism is proposed in this release in order to create bending
details.
This new method named “Family based” will create the bending detail as a Revit family instead of creating
Detail Groups. Usually, a high number of Detail Groups in Revit models is supposed to decrease significantly
the performance. The new “Family based” mechanism solves this issue.
With Family based method, speed for automatic update will be increased in case of any rebar shape
modifications.
In the Reinforcement Configuration dialog from the PowerPack Detailing ribbon, it’s possible to choose which
generation mechanism to use in the active Revit Project.

Scaling factor can be applied to this bending detail and it will be created as a “Detail Items” family.
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The tag can be placed as well and move independently from the schema itself.

Orthomode placement method by pressing Shift button and clicking to indicate the location point is still possible
with this method.
In addition, by pressing Shift button and clicking on a structural element host, all bending details relative to all
rebars belonging to this host will be placed in on click in the view. Then users could move them and place them
wherever they want for tuning the final drawings.

Change the Detail level of the view could change the representation of the bending detail as well. Medium and
Fine level will create a bending schema representation with the all thickness of the bar represented.
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Rebar tag

Tag Multiple Bars command was extended and enable users to place tags with a bending detail.

In order to activate this option, users have to activate the option “Generate bending detail with the tag” in the
Reinforcement Configuration dialog.

Then, by picking the rebar to annotate, tag will be placed with the bending details.
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Split Rebar
Split Rebar at slanted line
Split Rebar command is now able to split a rebar distribution based on a slanted line.

Users is now able to pick a rebar distribution to cut and then, pick the line that will be used to cutting rebars.

After launching the command, additional options will be proposed in a dedicated dialog in order to manage
hooks or the dividing line.

Split Rebar at element
This is a new feature, dedicated to split rebar distribution by selecting a structural element which will be the
dividing element. In the following example, a beam was selected to cut all longitudinal rebars.
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